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“In the End, we will remember not the words of our
enemies, but the silence of our friends.”
Martin Luther King Jr
ENJOY YOUR MEMORIAL DAY BUT REMEMBER WHY WE CELEBRATE IT

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Legacy Broker 8 hr

May 27 – Memorial Day, board office closed
June 13 – Board of Directors, 9 AM
June 20 – Lunch ‘n’ Learn, 11 am – 1 pm. Speaker Jim Price, DNR, on lake issues,
Sponsored by Farmers State Bank with lunch provided. See flyer on page 6.
June 27 & 28 – CE classes, RECP, registration form on page 8. Lunch on the 27th
provided by Scott Kellenberger, Home Warranty, Inc.
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MEMBER NEWS_________________
Danielle Jackson has transferred her license to Century 21
Bradley.
Only one set of CE Classes for the 12-hour per year requirement
are left if you want to take them live and locally:
June 27 & 28 with RECP instructor
Registration form on page 8. Lunch on the 27th will be provided
by Scott Kellenberger, Home Warranty, Inc.

RUBY TIER AFFILIATE

2019 REALTOR Conference & Expo
Paragon Downtime
Infrastructure Maintenance Window
Wednesday, May 29th, 2019
12:00AM-6:00AM Central Time

Read more for info on product enhancements including a
redesigned side menu, overnight notification preference
setup and more.

RPAC CORNER
In large and small ways, more than 1.3
million REALTORS® advocate every day as
small business owners and on behalf of
the nation’s 75 million property owners.
Our goal is to strengthen the ability of
Americans to own, buy, and sell real
property.

MLS Connect
Reminder that MLS Connect is available as a member service to all IRMLS users. MLS Connect allows users to export
listing data from the MLS to import into Zipforms documents. Below is a screen shot that shows the pathway.

NAR moves to end lawsuits:
Read more

Economic/Real Estate Outlook: NAR Chief Economist
Lawrence Yun’s slides from last week’s REALTORS®
Legislative Meetings.
Read more

Homebot Launches New Seller Lead Capture Widget
We’re excited to announce a new seller lead capture widget in Homebot that will allows homeowners to get the value of a home
from your website. A find a home value feature is increasingly a staple tool on large websites, but most agent website have a hard
time providing this feature. Homebot now provides a widget that agents can easily insert in their website editor to offer this
functionality to their clients.

The address search has autofill so the homeowner can pick their address from the list provided. After the property is selected, a popup appears showing the Homebot report with only the value visible. The rest of the report has the values locked until the
homeowner puts in their email address and name. Once completed, you get a new lead and the prospect will start getting monthly
reports.
As a Paragon user, you get 7 days free to try Homebot and see how it will help you engage with more sellers. To get your trial, log
into Paragon and select the Homebot link under Contacts. To see how Homebot gets 68% of your sellers to open their email, sign up
for one of our 30 minute webinars.

PARAGON Street Type field
We are still having quite a bit of trouble with the street type field that was newly required. IRMLS is discussing if making the Street
Type field a required field needs to continue, or if they should remove the requirement, or if they should seek a different solution
from BlackKnight to aid in mapping issues. Agents are often unsure what type to choose for highways, state roads, county roads and
even drives if there’s a direction designation AFTER the word drive.






If property has previously been listed in a syndication site and the address does not match exactly the listing will show "off
market" and "listed" or will not pull up as a listed property (results vary depending on the site)
If the incorrect street type is used – same result
If an incorrect street type is chosen, the property doesn’t map correctly on syndicated sites (some give a general area,
others just completely map wrong), but if you click directions it will go to the listed property location.
Every syndication site has different timing for the refresh of information and even parts will refresh sooner than others.
Once there’s an “issue” because of the street type, getting the listing correct for the remainder of the listing time is difficult,
including a price or status change. Especially since we have zero control or contacts for 95% of the syndication sites.

Many syndication sites use the USPS verification system to validate the address and “match” a property to a search. The USPS
system requires Street Type. The RETS data sends the address information in a different format than what displays in LIM so
syndication display issues may or may not be related to the address. Since it’s very complex and issues can be difficult to
validate, we really need your help. Please submit any display issues that may be related to address to support@irmls.net. This
will help us get to the root cause of the display issues.
When a property is located on a County Road or has an address such as 12345 E 134 S, the Street Type should always be
NONE. None will not display on reports or on syndication sites but it does fulfill the criteria used by USPS to validate
addresses.
Tip: County Roads, US Highway, State Road etc should always be spelled out - The “Street Type” should be NONE. “NONE”
will not display on reports or in the RETS data but the address will meet the USPS requirement. https://www.usps.com/

